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Modular Containerized Small Arms Training Set
Shooting Range Industries LLC, “SRI” is a premier design and manufacturing company of quality and innovative live fire Modular Containerized Small Arms Training Sets (MCSATS®), Modular Shooting Ranges, Range Equipment and HVAC supply. Since 1993, the Principles of SRI have been directly involved with the design, manufacture, and installation of equipment of over 500 different brick and mortar ranges, and over 100 separate projects of modular shooting range systems.

We also have an extensive background in metal fabrication, HVAC design and installation. We were the first manufactures of range equipment to have an in-house HVAC company as part of our service. With over 5000 systems installed and over 500 range systems designed, we lead the industry in indoor shooting range HVAC systems.

We are the original innovators of true Modular Range Systems that have now become an equal option to standard ranges for Live Fire Training. All of our products displayed in our literature and web site are actual products delivered to customers, not just a concept or artist rendition. We are also the only range company to manufacture all our products including all steel works, electrical and HVAC systems. Our competitors do not.

SRI also has the experience and background to design and build custom products depending on customer demand and needs.

We invite you to explore all of our products and services for your next range project.

Respectfully,

Michael Halverson
President
SRI Modular Containerized Small Arms Training Set, “MCSATS®”
MCSATS® is your solution for live fire training requirements. MCSATS® is an engineered, modular, 100% ballistic enclosed live fire trainer. The MCSATS® system is complete with roofing, insulation, all access doors, electrical, HVAC, filtration and metal siding in 20 different colors. Inside, the MCSATS® comes complete with 1 or 2 shooting lanes, shooting stalls, target retrieval systems, bullet traps and lighting. The MCSATS® can also be configured to a wide open layout with custom lane widths per customer requirements. All that is required is a location to set the unit and utility connection hook up to the provided exterior electrical disconnect.

Affordability and Speed of Delivery
Time is money. MCSATS® eliminates the need for much of pre-construction upfront costs. Engineering, architecture, extensive site planning, and construction management are but a few areas you will save both time and money when you purchase a MCSATS®. These innovative Modular Trainer Sets can be ordered and delivered in a matter of months.

Convenient
MCSATS® can be placed almost anywhere with little site preparation. You can train right in your own yard, next to your business or even inside your existing building. Travel to inconvenient training locations, restricted times of operation, or weather are no longer obstacles in your training. MCSATS® is the unlimited, anytime, live fire training solution.
Flexibility
Now your judgmental and firearms training is not limited to outside lighting conditions. Low light and night time scenario conditions can be simulated at any time. MCSATS® can be configured with multiple lighting scenarios that are programmed with the touch of a button. Additions such as police light bars can create realistic atmosphere in your live fire training.

Safe
MCSATS® incorporates specially selected ballistic and sound dampening materials that are third party tested to assure safety and function. We guarantee 100% containment of all properly fired rounds. With MCSATS® you are assured a Zero SDZ (Surface Danger Zone), so placement of the MCSATS® can be accomplished nearly anywhere, creating a safe shooting environment.
Environmentally Safe
Lead exposure and collection are always a concern with any live fire training. Lead collection in the MCSATS® is as easy as changing out collection containers, snapping on sealed lids, and recycling your lead for money. Just as important for any live fire training is air quality and filtration. OSHA, NIOSH and EPA regulations for air quality are met in every MCSATS® delivered. The HVAC system maintains constant air flow and a negative pressure to ensure that lead, smoke and airborne particulate are moved away from the shooter. All air passes through a 95 - 99.97% HEPA filter rack before it is exhausted outside the MCSATS®. MCSATS® is the environmentally safe solution for Military, Police, and Federal Law Enforcement indoor live fire training.

Expandability
MCSATS® meets today’s qualification and tactical training requirements, regardless of your training and shooting needs. The engineered MCSATS® design allows expansion from 40 to 500 feet in length, and 1 to 20 or more shooting lanes. MCSATS® can be customized and configured to expand with your budget and training needs. Your MCSATS® can also be divisible at a later date. For example, a 12-lane Trainer Set could be divided and set up as two 6-lane MCSATS® in different locations.

SRI MCSATS®
- Constructed for indoor live fire shooting
- Zero contamination to the outside environment
- Meets current environmental and safety regulations
- Prefabricated MCR’s expandable in width and length.
- Fabricated for maximum durability and safety
- Minimal maintenance and range downtime
- Optimal shooter training area and space
- Minimal installation time
- Lease programs available
- Delivery in 30 to 180 days
- No construction hassle. Ready to shoot after utility connection is complete.

Mobile
MCSATS® allows the end user the ability to disassemble, move and relocate the live fire trainer set at any time in the future. Your investment will now never be lost to budget cuts, or change in desired training location.
MCSATS® Options and Custom Features
SRI offers a variety of options to the MCSATS®. Custom features include, but are not limited to:

- Weapons cleaning rooms with vented solvent tanks and compressed air
- Weapons storage with safe doors
- Forensic modules with ballistic capture water tanks and cotton boxes
- Ballistic test modules with vehicle access doors
- Camera towers and ballistic windows for high speed photography
- Flash Bang test rooms
- Class rooms
- Ready rooms
- Bathrooms
- Master control rooms with lighting, target control, HVAC, Intercom, SIM range access lock out, live fire ready lights and PA system control
- Sniper Towers
More Options to the MCSATS®

- Sniper live fire modules
- Fixed Firing line trainer sets
- Tactical live fire trainer sets with Ballistic Rubber Surfaces
- Swing out ballistic Shooting Shields
- Target retrieval systems with turning, non-turning, pop out targets
- Mobile MCSATS® on trailer systems that are removable for ground mount
- Deployable MCSATS® for Air Lift transportation and battle field mission prep
- Hepa Vacuums